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 INTRODUCTION 
 e members of the writing committee carried out a systematic 

literature review and developed the updated guideline recom-
mendation document. Only peer-reviewed English language 

 e criteria used for evaluation of stud-
ies and assessment of the category of evidence and strength of 
recommendation are shown in  Table 1  ese guidelines 
have also been reviewed and approved by the Practice Param-
eters Committee of the American College of Gastroenterology 
(ACG) and by the ACG Board of Trustees. 

 e ACG is an organization of more than 10,000 clinical gastro-
enterologists and related health professionals. In 2000, the ACG 
issued colorectal cancer (CRC) screening recommendations that 
endorsed colonoscopy every 10 years, beginning at age 50, as the 

 rst organ-
ization to recommend colonoscopy as the preferred  strategy for 
the CRC screening; and the American Society for  Gastrointestinal 
Endoscopy  (3)  and National Comprehensive Cancer Network  (4)  
subsequently endorsed this recommendation. 

 en utilize an approach 
called the  “ menu of options. ”  In this approach, multiple options 

 er with regard to their 
 ectiveness, risk, and degree of invasiveness (and, therefore, 

 e menu-of-options 
 rst formalized by the  “ GI consortium ”  in May 

1997  (5) , endorsed by the American Cancer Society in 1997 
 (6) , revised by the US Multisociety Task Force in 2003  (7) , and 

revised by a joint committee of the US Multisociety Task Force, 
the American Cancer Society, and the American College of 

 e ACG participated in and endorsed 
 e 

ACG continues to endorse the menu-of-options approach as 
appropriate to CRC screening. Publication of this guideline 
does not rescind the ACG ’ s endorsement of the joint guideline 

 er from the earlier ACG 
guideline, are highlighted in  Table 2  e rationale for a sepa-

  .woleb dessucsid si enilediug gnineercs GCA etar

 Rationale for a preferred strategy 
 As in 2000, the ACG recommends that clinicians have access to 
a  “ preferred ”  strategy for making CRC screening recommen-
dations, as an alternative to the  “ menu of options ”  approach, 
if warranted by the performance characteristics of one of the 

 e ACG recommends colonoscopy every 10 years based 
 ective-

ness, and acceptance by patients. A  “ preferred ”  strategy sim-
 es and shortens discussions with patients and could also 

 ered to patients. 
One randomized trial showed that patients were more likely 
to undergo screening with the  “ preferred ”  strategy approach 
compared with the  “ menu of options ”   (9) . Another study found 
no improvement in screening rates when multiple options 
were presented  (10) . Maintaining simplicity in  guidelines may 
have value, in that recent evidence has suggested that practi-
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 en do not follow recommended intervals for post-
polypectomy surveillance, which may in part be because of 

 e ACG acknowledges that listing 

quality colonoscopy as a  “ preferred ”  CRC prevention strategy 
 ectiveness than on risk. Current 

 ect and are 
consistent with the ACG ’ s recommendation of colonoscopy as 
the preferred strategy for CRC screening, in that colonoscopy 

 exible 
sigmoidoscopy and double-contrast barium enema (DCBE) 
procedure volumes have decreased precipitously, and fecal 
occult blood test (FOBT) has decreased modestly  (14) .   

 Cancer prevention tests vs. cancer detection tests 
 e recent joint guideline  (8)  groups CRC screening tests 

into cancer prevention and cancer detection tests. Cancer 
prevention tests have the potential to image both cancer 
and polyps, whereas cancer detection tests have low sensi-
tivity for polyps and typically lower sensitivity for cancer 
 compared with that in cancer prevention tests (imaging 

 e ACG supports the division of screening tests 
-cer tub ,stset noitceted recnac dna noitneverp  recnac otni

ommends a preferred cancer prevention test —  ypocsonoloc   
every 10 years (Grade 1 B) and a preferred cancer  detection 
test —   annual fecal immunochemical test (FIT) to detect 
occult bleeding (Grade 1 B). All recommendations in this 
guideline are provided in  Table 3 .   

 Preferred CRC prevention test: colonoscopy every 10 years 
(Grade 1 B) 

 rst 
to patients aged  ≥ 50 years ( Table 3 ). A background discussion 
of screening colonoscopy, including discussion of quality in 
technical performance (which is deemed critical to screening 

  Table 2 .    Changes in this guideline from the 2000 ACG 
recommendations for screening (see reference  2 ) 

   1.  Screening tests are divided into cancer prevention and cancer 
detection tests. Cancer prevention tests are preferred over detection 
tests. 

   2.  Screening is recommended in African Americans beginning at age 
45 years. 

   3.  CT colonography every 5 years replaces double contrast barium 
enema as the radiographic screening alternative, when patients 
decline colonoscopy. 

   4.  FIT replaces older guaiac-based fecal occult blood testing. FIT is 
the preferred cancer detection test. 

   5.  Annual Hemoccult Sensa and fecal DNA testing every 3 years are 
alternative cancer detection tests. 

   6.  A family history of only small tubular adenomas in fi rst-degree 
relatives is not considered to increase the risk of CRC. 

   7.  Individuals with a single fi rst-degree relative with CRC or advanced 
adenomas diagnosed at age ≥60 years can be screened like 
average-risk persons. 

     ACG, American College of Gastroenterology; CRC, colorectal cancer; CT, 
computed tomography; FIT, fecal immunochemical test.   

  Table 1 .    Grading recommendations 

    Grade of 
recommen-
dation/
description  

  Benefi t vs. risk 
and burdens  

  Methodological 
quality of 
supporting 
evidence  

  Implications  

   1A/Strong 
recom-
mendation, 
high-quality 
evidence 

 Benefi ts clearly 
outweigh risk 
and burdens, or 
vice versa 

 RCTs without 
important 
limitations or 
overwhelming 
evidence from 
observational 
studies 

 Strong 
 recommendation, 
can apply to 
most patients 
in most circum-
stances without 
 reservation 

   1B/Strong 
recom-
mendation, 
moderate-
quality 
evidence 

 Benefi ts clearly 
outweigh risk 
and burdens, or 
vice versa 

 RCTs with 
important limi-
tations (incon-
sistent results, 
methodological 
fl aws, indirect, 
or imprecise) 
or exceptionally 
strong evidence 
from observa-
tional studies 

 Strong 
 recommendation, 
can apply to 
most patients 
in most circum-
stances without 
 reservation 

   1C/Strong 
recom-
mendation, 
low-quality 
or very 
low-quality 
evidence 

 Benefi ts clearly 
outweigh risk 
and burdens, or 
vice versa 

 Observational 
studies or case 
series 

 Strong 
 recommendation 
but may change 
when higher 
quality  evidence 
becomes available 

   2A/Weak 
recom-
mendation, 
high-quality 
evidence 

 Benefi ts closely 
balanced with 
risks and burden 

 RCTs without 
important 
limitations or 
overwhelming 
evidence from 
observational 
studies 

 Weak 
 recommendation, 
best action may 
differ depending 
on circumstances 
or patients ’  or 
societal values 

   2B/Weak 
recom-
mendation, 
moderate-
quality 
evidence 

 Benefi ts closely 
balanced with 
risks and burden 

 RCTs with 
important limi-
tations (incon-
sistent results, 
methodological 
fl aws, indirect, 
or imprecise) 
or exceptionally 
strong evidence 
from observa-
tional studies 

 Weak 
 recommendation, 
best action may 
differ depending 
on circumstances 
or patients ’  or 
societal values 

   2C/Weak 
recom-
mendation, 
low-quality 
or very 
low-quality 
evidence 

 Uncertainty in 
the estimates of 
benefi ts, risks, 
and burden; ben-
efi ts, risk, and 
burden may be 
closely balanced 

 Observational 
studies or case 
series 

 Very weak 
recommenda-
tions; other 
alternatives 
may be equally 
 reasonable 

      RCT , randomized controlled trial .    

      Source : Guyatt  et al .  (1).    
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colonoscopy) is found in Appendix B. Alternative CRC pre-
vention tests are discussed in Appendix C. In clinical settings, 
in which economic issues preclude primary screening with 
colonoscopy, or for patients who decline colonoscopy, one of 
the alternative cancer prevention tests ( Table 3 , Appendix C) 
or the preferred cancer detection test, occult blood detection 
through the FIT ( Table 3  ered.   

 Preferred cancer detection test: annual FIT (Grade 1 B) 
 is test has 

superior performance characteristics when compared with older 
guaiac-based Hemoccult II cards  (15 – 17) ; additionally, there 

 rst two 
randomized controlled trials comparing the FIT with guaiac-

 e overall result of superior perform-
ance and improved adherence was a doubling in the detection 
of advanced lesions, with little loss of positive predictive value 

 e ACG supports the joint guideline recommendation 
that older guaiac-based fecal occult blood testing be abandoned 
as a method for CRC screening. Alternatives, such as the higher 
sensitivity guaiac-based Hemoccult Sensa and the fecal DNA 
test ( Table 3 ), are discussed in Appendix D. However, because 
of more extensive data (compared with Hemoccult Sensa), and 
the high cost of fecal DNA testing, the ACG recommends the 

   .)B 1 edarG( tset noitceted recnac derreferp eht sa TIF

 Age to begin screening in average-risk persons 
 e ACG continues to recommend that screening begin at age 

50 years in average-risk persons (i.e., those without a family 
history of colorectal neoplasia) (Grade 1 B), except for African 

 e ACG recommends that screening begin at age 
 e rationale for 

this recommendation has been presented elsewhere  (20) . 
 e  “ average risk ”  population is large and complex with 

regard to risk. Certain other subgroups of the average-risk pop-
ulation might warrant initiation of screening at an earlier or 
later age, depending on their risk. For example, the age-adjusted 
risk of incident cancers  (21)  and prevalent adenomas  (22 – 25)  
is greater in men than in women. However, delaying the onset 
of screening in women could result in a greater loss of life years 
in women who develop CRC in their 50s compared with that in 
men, as women on average live longer than men. Pending fur-
ther study and evaluation of this issue, the ACG recommends 
that screening begin at age 50 years for both the genders (at age 
45 years for African-American men and women). 

 In reviewing the literature, the writing committee also identi-
 ed heavy cigarette smoking and obesity as linked to an increased 

 e 
clinical evidence supporting the increased risk in these groups is 

 e current evidence supports a decision 
by clinicians in individual patients with an extreme smoking his-
tory or obesity to begin screening at an age earlier than 50 years 
and perhaps as early as 45 years. A formal recommendation to 
begin screening at an earlier age in smokers and obese patients 

   .sraeppa ecnedive lanoitidda sa detaulave-er eb lliw

         Table 3 .   �CRC screening recommendations 

   Preferred CRC screening recommendations 

       •     Cancer prevention tests should be offered fi rst. The preferred 
CRC prevention test is colonoscopy every 10 years, beginning at 
age 50. (Grade 1 B) Screening should begin at age 45 years in 
African Americans (Grade 2 C) 

       •     Cancer detection test. This test should be offered to patients who 
decline colonoscopy or another cancer prevention test. The pre-
ferred cancer detection test is annual FIT for blood (Grade 1 B) 

   Alternative CRC prevention tests 

       •    Flexible sigmoidoscopy every 5 – 10 years (Grade 2 B) 

       •    CT colonography every 5 years (Grade 1 C) 

   Alternative cancer detection tests 

       •    Annual Hemoccult Sensa (Grade 1 B) 

       •    Fecal DNA testing every 3 years (Grade 2 B) 

   Recommendations for screening when family history is positive but 
evaluation for HNPCC considered not indicated 

       •     Single fi rst-degree relative with CRC or advanced adenoma 
diagnosed at age  ≥ 60 years 

       Recommended screening: same as average risk (Grade 2 B) 

       •     Single fi rst-degree with CRC or advanced adenoma diagnosed 
at age     <    60 years or two fi rst-degree relatives with CRC or 
advanced adenomas. 

               Recommended screening: colonoscopy every 5 years beginning 
at age 40 years or 10 years younger than age at diagnosis of the 
youngest affected relative (Grade 2 B) 

   FAP 

       •     Patients with classic FAP (>100 adenomas) should be advised to 
pursue genetic counseling and genetic testing, if they have siblings 
or children who could potentially benefi t from this testing (Grade 2 B) 

       •     Patients with known FAP or who are at risk of FAP based on 
family history (and genetic testing has not been performed) 
should undergo annual fl exible sigmoidoscopy or colonoscopy, 
as appropriate, until such time as colectomy is deemed by phy-
sician and patient as the best treatment (Grade 2 B) 

       •     Patients with retained rectum after subtotal colectomy should 
undergo fl exible sigmoidoscopy every 6 – 12 months (Grade 2 B) 

       •     Patients with classic FAP, in whom genetic testing is negative, should 
undergo genetic testing for bi-allelic MYH mutations. Patients with 
10 – 100 adenomas can be considered for genetic testing for attenu-
ated FAP and if negative, MYH associated polyposis (Grade 2 C) 

   HNPCC 

       •     Patients who meet the Bethesda criteria should undergo mic-
rosatellite instability testing of their tumor or a family member’s 
tumor and/or tumor immunohistochemical staining for mismatch 
repair proteins (Grade 2 B) 

       •     Patients with positive tests can be offered genetic testing. Those 
with positive genetic testing, or those at risk when genetic testing 
is unsuccessful in an affected proband, should undergo 
colonoscopy every 2 years beginning at age 20 – 25 years, until 
age 40 years, then annually thereafter (Grade 2 B) 

     CRC, colorectal cancer; CT, computed tomography, FAP, familial adenomatous 
polyposis; FIT, fecal immunochemical test; HNPCC, hereditary non-polyposis 
colorectal cancer.   
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 ndings detected 
by CT colonography is mixed, with substantial costs associated 

 ndings, but occasional important extraco-
 ndings are detected such as asymptomatic cancers and 

 nal point, the ACG 
is also concerned about the potential impact of CT colonog-

 us, if 
CT colonography substantially improves adherence, it should 
improve polypectomy rates and thereby reduce CRC, even if 
only large polyps are detected and referred for colonoscopy. On 
the other hand, if CT colonography largely displaces patients 
who would otherwise be willing to undergo colonoscopy, 
then polypectomy rates will fall substantially, which could sig-

 us, for multi-
ple reasons, and pending additional study, CT colonography 

 ered to patients who decline colonoscopy.       

 APPENDIX D   
 Alternative cancer detection tests 

 e alternative cancer detection tests are listed in  Table 3 . 
Hemoccult Sensa is an improved guaiac-based card for fecal 
occult blood testing. It has superior sensitivity to older guaiac-
based cards, but the overall evidence is less than that sup-
porting the FIT. Furthermore, the FIT resulted in improved 
adherence for CRC screening over card-based tests in two ran-

 erefore, FITs are preferred 
over Hemoccult Sensa. 

 erent ver-
 rst (Version 1.0) included tests for point mutations 

in k-ras, APC, P53, mutations in the BAT26 microsatellite 
 e sensitiv-

ity for cancer was superior to traditional guaiac-based occult 
blood testing, but the absolute sensitivity was 52 %  and disap-

 er com-
pletion of the trial, it was learned that the DNA integrity assay, 
which had appeared to be the most promising element in the 
assay in early studies  (131) , was non-informative because of 
the instability of DNA during shipment. Subsequently, Ver-
sion 1.1 has been commercialized, which includes the same 
DNA test used in Version 1.0, but includes technical improve-

 er stabilization of 
long or redundant DNA critical to the DNA integrity assay. No 
screening test using Version 1.1 has been reported, but a trial 

 city 
 0.2 noisreV . )231(  )0.1 noisreV ot ralimis ytic 

 ed assay consisting of the DNA integrity assay 
and hypermethylation of the vimentin gene. No screening trial 
with Version 2.0 has been carried out, but a study in established 

 city fell 
 city limits the frequency with 

which the test can be carried out reasonably. Given that the per-
formance characteristics of the FIT are approximately equal to 
Versions 1.0, and 1.1, and superior to Version 2.0 with regard to 

 city, and that FIT costs much less than fecal DNA testing, 

 exible sigmoidoscopy is carried 
out by highly skilled practitioners, it may be recommended at 
10-year, rather than 5-year intervals  (8) . 

 Double contrast barium enema is no longer recommended as 
an alternative CRC prevention test, because its use has declined 

 ectiveness for polyp detection is 
 e ACG 

considers that the DCBE could be used as a CRC screening 
test that is within the standard of care, if it is carried out by 
high volume operators with special interest and expertise in the 

 e rationale for DCBE over CT colonography is its 
low cost, but patients clearly prefer CT colonography  (121,122) . 

  cient 
volumes of screening DCBE to warrant its continued use. 

 CT colonography, every 5 years, is endorsed as an alternative 
to colonoscopy every 10 years because of its recent performance 
in the American College of Imaging Network Trial 6664 (also 
known as the National CT Colonography Trial)  (123) . Results 
from earlier multicenter trials in the United States ranged from 

 e principle performance 
 es inclusion of CT colonography as a viable 

alternative in patients who decline colonoscopy, is that the sen-
sitivity for polyps  ≥ 1   cm in size in the most recent multicenter 
US trial was 90 %   (123) . In this study, 25 %  of radiologists who 
were tested for entry into the trial but performed poorly were 
excluded from participation, and thus lower sensitivity might 

 e CT colonography prob-
ably has a lower risk of perforation than colonoscopy in most 
settings, but for several reasons it is not considered the equiva-
lent of colonoscopy as a screening strategy. First, the evidence 

 ect of endoscopic screening on prevention 
of incident CRC and mortality is overwhelming compared 
with that for CT colonography (see Appendix B). Second, the 
inability to detect polyps 5   mm and smaller, which constitutes 
80 %  of colorectal neoplasms, and whose natural history is 
still not understood, necessitates performance of the test at 5-

 is is likely to increase 
overall costs, if CT colonography is used as a primary strategy. 
Although management of polyps     <    1   cm in size is controversial, 
the ACG continues to recommend that patients with polyps 
6   mm or larger be referred for polypectomy, as should patients 

 dence 
 dence 

 . )621(  troper yhpargonoloc TC eht ni debircsed eb dluohs
 city 

for polyps  ≥ 1   cm in size in the National CT Colonography Trial 
was only 86 % , with a positive predictive value of 23 %   (123) . 

 us, colonoscopy for polyps detected on CT colonography 
 en require long procedures, in order to verify absence 

 ectiveness by 
increasing follow-up colonoscopies and repeat CT colonog-

 e ACG recommends 
that asymptomatic patients be informed of the possibility of 
radiation risk associated with one or repeated CT colonogra-
phy studies, though the exact risk associated with radiation is 


